
F.A.R.M CLUB

RULES AND CLASSES

Any Tractor model production 50 years and older

RULES: rev. 2/4/2024

1. The F.A.R.M Club will not be responsible for injuries, accidents, or theft of property from grounds.

2. All tractors must register at the F.A.R.M Club tent and be Members of the F.A.R.M Club, showing a

current membership wristband, to pull.

3. ALL drivers are responsible to WEIGH OUT. If you don’t weigh out you will be disqualified.

4. Pulling order will be given at time of signup. Order numbers must be displayed on the left front of

each tractor (as you sit on it).

5. Drivers between the ages 12-15 must have passed the driver’s test with the safety instructor. Drivers

under the age 18 must have a parent/guardian fill out and sign the parental consent form at the tractor

pull registration tent. The parent/guardian must walk with young pullers on the grounds when not

pulling.

6. Driver must remain seated at all times and minimum of one hand on steering wheel.

7. One pull per tractor. No double entries (except double tree class). There will be two (2) chances to

move sled. No deliberate stops.

8. Tractors will be disqualified if the drivers do not stop when flagged by the Track Judge

9. Tractors will be stopped if the front of the tractor raises higher than the Track Judge feels is safe

10. Any part of the tractor going out of bounds will signal a disqualified pull.

11. All tractors must be two-wheel drive only.

12. All tractors must be stock antique appearance. No visible stripping. No part may be removed to meet

weight classes.

13. It is the responsibility of the driver to set his/her tractor to run at manufacturer recommended

engine speed or PTO speed.

14. Suitcase weights along with factory weights are allowed. Weight brackets are allowed on the front

end as well as mid mount and behind the rear axle. All weights must be securely fastened. ANY

TRACTOR LOOSING WEIGHTS AND/OR PARTS WILL BE DISQUALIFIED.

14A. Front weight brackets shall have a gap no bigger than TEN (10) inches between the weight

bracket and front of tractor.

14B. Mid mount and rear weight brackets are to be no wider than the rear tires



15. All contestants must use the factory drawbar. The drawbar must be stationary and must not exceed a

height of 20” and no closer than 18” from the centerline of the axle to the pulling point of the hitch

when using wheelie bars. If not using wheelie bars, the hitch cannot exceed 16” in height and no closer

than 24” from the centerline of axle and pulling point of hitch. On classes 10,0000# and up hitches must

not exceed a height of 20” and no closer than 30”.

16. All build-ups must be braced forward! Clevis must be on both sides of drawbar. And “D” rings and

clevis must be 3” inside diameter and BOLTED (NO PLAIN HITCH PINS) to the drawbar. No turnbuckles.

All hitches must be approved by the Tractor Pull Committee tech inspector.

17. Minimum requirements for the wheelie bars as follows: 10” maximum above ground. The back of the

wheelie bar is to extend 5” behind the tire radius. Pads = 5” square minimum, spaced minimum of 20”

from outside each pad. Wheelie bars must be able to support the weight of the tractor. Jacking up the

pads so the tractor is completely off the ground is a good test. FARM Club reserves the right to perform

this test at its discretion.

18. Max speed of 3.0 MPH. Horn will sound if you break out. Disqualification after cone placed on the

track at 75 feet. No shifting gears or T.A. during pull.

19. Max Tire size is 15.5 for all tractors 8000# and under or a factory tire size. NO CUT TIRES!!!

20. Minimum front wheel size is 14 inches

21. No Aluminum wheels

22. Tractor Pull Committee decisions are FINAL.

PLEASE REMEMBER – WE ARE HERE TO HAVE FUN

LET’S PULL TRACTORS!!!!!!!

F.A.R.M CLUB



TRACTOR PULL CLASSES:

---------Friday---------------

1. 3500#

2. 4000#

3. 4500#

4. 5000#

5. 5500#

6. 8000# Double Tree

7. 9000# Double Tree

--------Saturday---------------

8. 6000#

9. 6500#

10. 7000#

11. 8000#

12. 9000#

13. 10,000# Double Tree

14. 11,000# Double Tree

15. 12,000# Double Tree

---------Sunday---------------

16. 10,000#

17. 11,000#

18. 12,000#

19. 14,500#

20. 13,000# Double Tree

21. 14,000# Double Tree

22. 18,000# Double Tree


